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A quick surveillance detection piece, for obvious reasons.

I was surfing this thread on 4Chan when I saw the following posted by an anon:
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Notice, they repeated conversations he had in his house to him when he was out in public.

How does that happen? Was there someone listening to him when he was talking in his

house? Were the people of the Secret Society circulating the conversations among

themselves, when they had nothing better to talk about? Were they so sure they were

above the law they would openly reveal this to him, and lord it over him? Yes, Yes, and

Yes.

What are you saying, anon? We should check out Kalispell on google Streetview, because

he is describing what sounds like a covert surveillance network, embedded in the
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community, and listening in people’s houses, all to facilitate a major meth trafficking

operation? Why, I suppose we could do that. Let’s look at this part:

Notice this little neighborhood has relatively few points of ingress and egress, so people

shouldn’t be cutting through it, and in the middle of the day it shouldn’t have too much

traffic in and out, nor should foot traffic be too high. Which means if there is coverage, it

will stand out better from the background noise than it would, say, on the more

populated streets of New York City at rush hour.

Let’s start here, at the bottom, heading north on that north-south road, coming from the

bottom and approaching the first intersection leading into our neighborhood.:

conflict, danger, and shortage, or r-

stimuli, such as safety, pleasure, and

abundance. These perceptions trigger

ancient mechanisms in the brain that

adapt psychology to environment. All

of politics and much of history are r

vs K.

Please consider helping to spread this

theory by telling others about this

site. As you can see by the shocked 5

star reviews on the book's Amazon

page linked above, this idea, and the

science behind it, blows people away

when they see it. And best of all, it

will utterly demoralize and crush any

leftist you describe it to, in

unbelievable fashion. This idea's

beneficial effects on our governance

and our freedom cannot be

overestimated, if it can only spread.
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Notice the white box truck just sitting on the right. It will not move as you drive by it,

and the driver is sitting in it.
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As we approach the intersection, a car just happens to be pulling out of the neighborhood,

and be poised at the intersection as we drive by:

I pull in there, and drive all the way in, until I almost can’t see back, even zoomed, and

that car has not moved. The operator in it is watching in his rear view mirror to radio out

where this car is going:
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As you drive in, a neighbor just happens to be home in the middle of the day, and behind

the wall of their house, where they can watch as you pass by. Notice they doubled over to

hide their face. If you have never been under, the probability of this would feel like 5% or

less, but if you have been under, and knowing this is the google car, I would say it is about

70-80% this house is an observation post that is manned 24/7, or at least it was in 2008

when these photos were taken:

First intersection you don’t see anybody:
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But notice the trailer, with the pickup in front of it, and how there is a garage door open

behind it:

Lets go over and peek around the back of that trailer, into the garage:
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That is somebody in a pair of white pants who was standing just inside the garage,

probably peeking around the corner as you approached, or watching you in the reflection

of the glass on the pickup.

Here you are exiting that little loop back onto the first street you pulled in on. The arrow

will correspond to the next photo:
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It turns out, even though this is the crappy 2008 resolution, you can just see somebody

just happens to be behind those bushes with a garden hose as you exit this intersection:
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Another good indicator for streetview is that operators, knowing there is a camera, will

shield their faces, and turn their backs, as they do not want to be photographed. Here are

a couple, here, and here, from the next loop who were out, and specifically turned their

backs on the google car:
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We can continue through the neighborhood, and you will see a lot of people, but inside

the neighborhood is only good for seeing if there are more people than you would expect

to see out and about. You will not see your coverage at every intersection in a

neighborhood. Once you are dealing with established observation posts in a

neighborhood, actual physical surveillance is not as necessary, given there will be hidden

cameras and mics, as well as maybe other tech deployed tracking you, and the smarter

residents can just peek out a window.

One thing which does seem to be highly common is direct eyes on just as you pull up to

an intersection of a main street that meets a neighborhood street you may turn on. So

lets go back out and just check the intersections around the neighborhood, where its

streets feed out onto main streets, and see if we approach the neighborhood and are ever

alone. Remember, the first intersection featured the car that didn’t pull out.

Here is the second intersection heading north on the first street we started on, where you

have lawnmower dude and a line truck (notice because of a timeline shift, you were

actually heading south here, and thus the line truck would have met the intersection

exactly as you did):

Here we are at the next intersection north:
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So all three intersections have eyes on just as you arrive, and two of three had cars come

out just as you arrived at them.

This is the mathematics of surveillance detection. How many cars exit that neighborhood

in the middle of the day? How long in seconds does each car sit at the intersection, on

average, before turning out? How many seconds, timed, in total, would one of those cars

be parked in an exiting street like that each day? How many seconds are there in a day?

Just to have a 2/3 chance of running into a car, then for every minute of the day, there

should be a car parked there, waiting to pull out for 40 full seconds per minute. If each

car took eight seconds to pull out, that is five cars per minute exiting every minute. It is

300 per hour exiting, non-stop all day. Did you see that much traffic in the

neighborhood?  And notice the one time there was no car, there was a line truck, and a

dude who should have been mowing a lawn, but who was just cooling his heels. That is

how you mathematically calculate something is off.

Lets take a quick run over to Cut Bank Montana, since he describes a major Cabal Meth

operation there, and lets see what the intersections look like. If Cabal is doing a Walter

White there, it should be loaded:

Coming into town, here is behind us:
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Here is in front of us:

You can see how if every time we hit an intersection, cars just happen to be pulling up,

but the road looks like this normally, it will seem strange.
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First intersection:

If I take that left, it jumps to another timeline, when I came back later, and turned off

that street, so lets do that. It would be weird if I hit that intersection later, and a car just

happened to be hitting it just as I pulled out, wouldn’t it?
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Next intersection here:

Next intersection:
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Of course now a car has come up behind us, so it can act as the eye at intersections.

Take the turn, jump timelines to later when we were pulling out, and this is what you see:
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Next intersection:

Take the turn, jump timelines, and again:
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Next intersection you are being followed:

Take the turn and jump timelines to when you were pulling out of that street, and no

cars, but a pedestrian just happens to be walking by:
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You can go like this all day, and you don’t even need the internet. I could make two of

these per day, just in America, for the rest of my life, and probably keep the briefs coming

too.

The key is, there was not enough traffic coming out of this place to justify the buzz of

activity around you when you arrived. Eventually that mathematics becomes second

nature, and you begin to see the buzz when it is around you every time you reach a

decision point.

Those cars were not scrambled. That is the normal vehicular and foot coverage loitering

around in a Podunk meth-town in Montana, probably all excited they finally have

something to do beyond watching the boring residents.

You can see what DEA is up against. A lone agent can’t even do a single drive-by of a

potential target without this thing up and on them in seconds. From there the only

question is, does Cabal want to let DEA harvest that dealer and any accumulated earnings

to feed it into the forfeiture machine, which I assume Cabal pilfers in some way, only

sending scraps back to the various departments, or does Cabal want to keep that dealer in

the flow.

I see this same shit tracking the US Marshals on Manhunter, and they seem clueless.

When it began to obviously freak out was in an episode where they were hunting a

https://www.anonymousconservative.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/Montana26.png


fugitive who worked in a maraschino cherry bottling facility in New York City. Even the

Marshals were asking each other why guys were pulling right in front of their vehicle,

backing up close to them, and parking (it was to orient a mic to listen to the Marshals in

their vehicle and figure out exactly why they were sitting on the facility they were sitting

on). My guess is they were packing something extra into some maraschino cherry bottles,

ala Gus Fring’s packing meth in his buckets of chicken ingredients. The smell of the

cherries was so strong the Marshals were wondering what the smell was a block away,

thinking it was something spilled in their car. So I assume it would be difficult to detect

the product once it was in the bottles and the syrup on the outside of the bottles was

washed off. Make the packages small round balls, and it would even look like cherries in

the syrup.

Now try to picture all the silly boogaloo fantasies people have about how a Civil War

would go, when this is tracking all the people who might be problematic during its many

downtimes, when the google car is not driving around. Understand it knows exactly who

they are and what they want to do.

This is why Cabal went so far, and why they felt they could sacrifice children and form

pedophile networks, and steal trillions, and fuck over NSA, and try to take out our

President, and nobody could touch them. Every one of them was protected by this thing,

nobody could ever possibly touch them, and even law enforcement was fully under their

thumb – and almost none know anything about it.

FISA declass will bring down the house, because nobody can believe it could possibly be

as bad as it is. And that doesn’t even factor in regular citizens being told they can’t write

shit on the internet without getting vibrated to degrade them.

There are no rules.

The only question is, can the God Emperor make some, and in so doing, make the

American Myth real.

Spread r/K Theory, because it is the enemy you don’t know who will catch you sleeping.
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← News Briefs – 01/13/2020

11 Responses to Surveillance Detection – The Professional
Course, Montana Boogaloo

Anonymous says:

January 13, 2020 at 10:54 am

Why would they bother hiding their faces? Google censors them automatically

through software.

Reply

Anonymous Conservative says:

January 13, 2020 at 4:52 pm

I think it is just because it is a camera, they are working, and the instinct

is to hide. But also, Google doesn’t always censor. Case in point, this guy

in Lebanon would be recognizable:

https://www.google.com/maps/@34.2516251,36.0012714,3a,26.6y,222.14h,85.45t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sAF1Qip

kNFdwm7wtKxPE9!2e10!7i5120!8i2560

I am sure to them, knowing just how bad it is, they are very worried

about people finding out they are involved. I have zero doubt it would all

go public even if Q wasn’t looking to purge Cabal. A lot of these intel guys

probably join thinking they will serve the US, rather than protect the

Cabal that has US Intel protecting Epstein’s blackmail operation targeting

US politicians to subvert our government. I am sure within their own

ranks there are a lot pf people who would like to take it down.

And the truth is, from the inside, those people are probably under more

coverage than I am, as are their wives, and their daughters, and their little

children. Trying to fight against it would be very difficult, when it

probably hears not only every word you whisper, but every breathe you

take. But from the inside, accelerating it, to the point it pisses off millions

of Americans, anybody can look at it themselves on street view, and all of

them begin all acting out against it to overturn it might just be the only

mechanism yo could enact which might stand a chance of taking it all

down. Not only would it be little to no risk, the bosses might even give

you a medal and promote you, as you get into an even better position to

take the whole thing down.
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Reply

Atavisionary says:

January 13, 2020 at 11:24 am

So, I like to follow various accounts of people doing what you are doing because

they often have different perspectives and find different links. So its better to

have many different pieces of the puzzle to help put together the complete

picture. Some of it is crazier than others, but with how much has been revealed

which is frankly unbelievable I no longer feel I have the luxury to reject certain

ideas simply based on how “crazy” they sound. A global pedophile network

sounded insane in 2015, and yet look at what has come out about that. Its all but

been disclosed by this point.

So there is a twitter account I started following about a month ago called

kabamur. He provides some interesting links, q related, but also UFO videos for

some reason. Anyway, he has this theory that the Q posts about crops and

harvests, puppets and puppet masters is actually a reference to the matrix where

they grow or clone people, who can be programmed (head chips?) and placed into

society to follow orders exactly. These soulless clones (and soulless here is meant

in the literal sense, not a euphemism) or puppets then fill all these roles and can

be guaranteed to follow orders. Comey’s corn field pictures being some sort of

signal on when an important batch of these clones are ready.

https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1215996824546205696

I was amused by this, actually because that is just so nuts even my greater

openess is forced to call BS. But then he shares a vid of trump accusing democrat

Debbie Stabenow of being one of these clones!

https://twitter.com/kabamur_taygeta/status/1216374668845666305

I recently found out the “clown world” meme had several more hidden meanings,

such as being a reference not just to craziness and intelligence ops, but also to

child killer and pedophile clown John Wayne Gayce. If there is an truth to this,

the NPC meme meme might be more literal than we previously believed. Non-

player character would pretty aptly fit programmable, soulless clones.

While I didn’t doubt its possibility, one thing that always bothered me about you

surveillance everywhere theory was I couldn’t understand how it could be

possible to find that many morally bankrupt people willing to man the ops. Ya, I
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don’t have that much faith in humanity but even so it just seemed too much they

could find that many people everywhere with absolutely zero conscience. Printing

off soulless clones to insert into society into the surveillance state, among other

things, could explain how they are able to populate their apparatus without

having to worry about any pesky morality getting in the way.

I would need a lot more than a seemingly off-hand accusation by trump of

someone being a clone to think this is possibly true. I just want to note that it

would explain the biggest flaw, in my opinion, in the mass peopled surveillance

you propose.

Reply

Anonymous Conservative says:

January 13, 2020 at 5:59 pm

For the first three years I thought it required a massive thing like Earth

being an alien experiment, but now I think it is just human nature. Each

intersection in Cut Bank MT has about 66 residences to the intersection

with the main road. If you assume 2/3 of those residences are couples,

and assume all we have is 4-6% of the population in this thing (which is

TIPS’ pilot program numbers, and which is actually low compared to

some Secret Police States created in history), you end up with 110 people

living there per intersection, and about 7 watchers per intersection, which

is enough to create a regular team to monitor all the intersections, even

before you factor in using kids, or that fact that with them driving out

people like the dude in the 4Chan post, they could occupy 50 or 60% of

the population, probably due to the meth operations. And in cities, where

the buildings go vertical, you can see how you would have so many people

per intersection you could have stationary units, mobile units, tech

monitors, and so on. Plus people have a natural need to belong for some

reason, so that alone would make people prefer being part of this, rather

than pitted against thousands of people who are all up in their shit.

But there are weird anomalies, like the “Air Loom” guy which indicates

they may have had the thru-wall weapons tech back in the 1800’s. Which

would be weird if that wasn’t a disinformation operation.

All that said, I am a huge fan of info like you gave, so thank you for the

links. All of that material is mind-expanding, by forcing you to consider

things you would not otherwise think of, and in a world this weird, you

can’t be thinking too much out of the box.
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Reply

spectrely says:

January 13, 2020 at 11:59 am

Mind dropping a PDF for archiving purposes?

Reply

Bman says:

January 13, 2020 at 12:13 pm

Do you think the ground level people, doing this surveillance, will go hot once

declassification occurs? There must be a few million of them.

Or cutting off the head and they will be lost?

Reply

Anonymous Conservative says:

January 13, 2020 at 6:19 pm

I have no idea. On the one hand, they stand to lose a lot, if everything goes

public, because I am guessing their involvement in intruding on

everyone’s privacy will be documented. You know lawyers would flood in,

and you would rapidly have everyone who was watched suing everyone

who did the watching. And that is before you have cases like Mancini or

Familia, where lives were irreparably altered by malicious abuse or

outright attacks. What do you do to hundreds of people who swarmed

Mancini, and drove him nuts, in the vulnerable position he was in because

he served the nation selflessly, and then passively watched as got his will

in order, got a gun, drove out to the ditch, put the gun in his mouth, and

pulled the trigger? Does everybody go on with their lives like nothing

happened?

Q could hide their involvement, just because you are looking at almost a

civil war if it is revealed. But that would not motivate people to oppose

this type of thing, so I don’t see that as likely, and you would still have the

network out there, waiting to be reactivated. And everyone in it has

shown they liked it, so it might be as easy as quietly approaching each of

them and linking them back up.
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Maybe most likely will be a thing like a full reveal, with total

forgiveness/reconciliation, like South Africa or something. Though that

has its own problems, as some will feel evil was allowed to get away with

it, and you will have disassembled the only machine that could prevent

vigilante type activity. But it might fit with Q saying, “They will not be

able to walk the streets.” He might not have been talking about Hillary

with that.

Don’t forget, I will bet there were pretty, innocent young girls who were

going places, who (((They))) identified as risks, and sent pick-up artists in

to pick up and lure into a place with cameras where they could get

blackmail. Imagine if that was your innocent 16 year old daughter, and

then you were told, we won’t do anything to them, and they just got away

with defiling your daughter and humiliating her. Fathers are going to kill

people. And jury nullification will play a part in that too. No way would I

convict any father who took matters into his own hands, no matter what

he did, and I suspect 90% of the public will be feeling like that. Maybe the

punishment will be simply not knowing what will happen, and ending up

moving out.

I think you will have to have some sort of reveal of their involvement, just

because you will need to put together juries, and if they are loyal to Cabal,

that will have to be out in the public domain, so you can get clean juries.

The whole thing is a big puzzle if you try to formulate how you would

handle it with an eye to preserving the union and maintaining law and

order, as well as justice. There really is no good option.

But you have to get rid of it at all costs, so you will have to embrace a bad

option somewhere that is going to hurt someone.

Reply

Tony Chachere says:

January 13, 2020 at 1:55 pm

Montanans dislike outsiders for reasons that have nothing to do with meth and I

would not put it past them to coordinatedly lie about it on 4chan.

Reply
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Phelps says:

January 13, 2020 at 2:17 pm

White box truck at the start is fitted with a reefer (refrigeration unit). I cannot

ever recall seeing a refer on a plain, unmarked white box truck before. They are

almost exclusively used for food transport. However, if you had a bunch of

electronic equipment you needed to keep cool, it could become very useful.

Also, the reefer doesn’t appear to be running.

The good news is that in my experience, they seem to respond to incentives. If

you don’t actively evade them, they tend to leave you alone. When they’ve started

slowing me down in traffic, I start using tradecraft and announce when I get home

that I’ll stop being a pain in the ass when they stop fucking with my commute, and

traffic will go back to normal for a while.

Reply

Anonymous Conservative says:

January 13, 2020 at 6:22 pm

“[I] announce when I get home that I’ll stop being a pain in the ass when

they stop fucking with my commute, and traffic will go back to normal

for a while.”

It is amazing. In America. And I have zero doubt this is entirely true, and

know this is exactly how it works.

Reply

ExpatNJ says:

January 13, 2020 at 2:53 pm

ACLU has found out that any place within 100 miles of any US border (E, W, N, S)

has [wrongly] become a “Constitution-Free-Zone”, where virtually ALL human

and natural Rights seem to no longer exist:

The Constitution in the 100-Mile Border Zone 

Fourth Amendment of US Constitution protects Americans [and non-Americans

– ExpatNJ] from random and arbitrary stops and searches. According to US

government, however, these basic Constitutional principles do not apply in the

100-Mile Border Zone 

https://www.aclu.org/other/constitution-100-mile-border-zone
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Cut Bank Montana is less than 30 miles from the Canadian Border. Seems a

convenient location for Freedomistas to drop-off, repackage, re-load and re-route

good going in either direction (N>S or S>N, not unlike a UPS or USPS Sorting

Facility), that The Controllers want controlled.

Kudos to the author for exposing the surveillance in Cut Bank. But, keep your

head on a swivel; however innocent, you might just be a target of *either*

‘faction’.
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